
Eurythmy 

Class 12         Week 5 
Dear Class 12  

Here are your parts for the Bach piece https://youtu.be/360r6Sk4aDQ. 

Bass:  Safin, Max and Meisha 
Star:   Tali, Jayden, Jade, Charlie, Jack 
Flute:  Valentina, Kiah, Renee 
 
Melody  (Star - red): Head: Jayden, Right foot: Tali, Left arm: Jade, Right Arm: Jack, Left foot: 
Charlie 
Start in your position and step the melody around the star stopping when the flute part begins. 
With the arms, create the vowels A, E, I, O on each line, starting small and ending large.  
Standing while the flute part is playing your arms move slowly into the gesture for devotion (hands 
crossed over heart).  It is slow moving with clear steps. You will finish one place short of your 
starting position.  
 
Flutes (Loops - orange): Valentina (top between Tali and Charlie), Renee (left between Jayden 
and Jade), Kiah (on the right between Jack and Jayden). If you are in the loops (flute) you will 
move with 3 ‘L’s’, the first is a small loop plus ‘L’ around your starting place, then behind the 
standing ‘star’ person to the next position between the star points with the second small loop with 
‘L’. The third loop is a large ‘L’ going around a standing star person and moving to the next space 
between. This is done 4 times into 4 different positions. It is fast moving with light steps! 

Bass (Mirror form – purple & blue dots at the bottom) (Safin on the right, Meisha and Max on 
the left as mirror of Safin)  Continue around the one form 3 times, then do the next part of the form 
on the 4th and final part of the music. This part has a flowing strong movement. 

Feel free to email or call me at school if you have any questions. 

Enjoy! 
Leanne 
lsarah@lyss.vic.edu.au 
P: 5967 1953 


